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Abstract

I propose a strategy to make a numerical computation applicable to the realistic modeling of an

earthquake dynamic rupture process. To do this, it is important to introduce any observables into

the simulation as initial and boundary conditions. As an initial condition, distribution of total stress

before the dynamic rupture, and as boundary conditions, fault constitutive relation and geometry of

the fault are necessary. The initial stress distribution would be obtained by both in-situ measure-

ments of stress and stress tensor inversions of earthquake focal mechanisms. Constitutive parame-

ters could be obtained by near fault observations of seismic waves. Precise fault geometry can be

obtained by an accurate relocation of seismicity as well as geological survey. Realistic simulations

of a dynamic rupture of an earthquake can only be done by integrating the above observations.
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Introduction

Recent rapid progress in computations for the

dynamic modeling of earthquake faulting enables us

to model a realistic earthquake rupture based on

boundary integral equation method (Fukuyama and

Madariaga, +332 ; Aochi et al., ,*** a), finite di#erence

method (Olsen et al., +331 ; Madariaga et al., +332),

finite element method (Oglesby et al., +332), or dis-

tinct element method (Mora and Place, +332 ; Dalguer

et al., ,**+).

When modeling earthquake dynamic rupture us-

ing the above techniques, there is a lot of freedom in

simulating the dynamic rupture. Thus, detailed in-

formation on both initial and boundary conditions of

the fault is required. Initial condition is the initial

stress field along the fault and boundary conditions

are fault geometry and constitutive parameters of

the fault such as slip weakening distance and fault

strength. On the other hand, there are a lot of obser-

vations such as seismic waveform analysis (e.g. Ide

and Takeo, +331) in-situ measurements inside a drill-

ing borehole (e.g. Tsukahara et al., +330), laboratory

experiments (e.g. Malone and Kilgore, +33- ; Ohnaka

and Shen, +333), and core analyses (e.g. Tanaka et al.,

,**+ab), which might constrain more precisely the

initial and boundary conditions of a dynamic rup-

ture model of an earthquake. Thus, it becomes possi-

ble to incorporate these results into a numerical

model.

When modeling the earthquake generation

process, scales in space and time should be taken into

account. There are three stages in an earthquake

cycle : (+) steady state stage where healing and stress

buildup are underway, (,) nucleation stage, when

quasi-static deformation is taking place for the main

rupture of earthquake, and (-) dynamic rupture

stage, in which the earthquake occurs with strong

seismic wave radiation. In the steady-state stage,

long time-scale behavior should be treated, and thus

the rheological property of the crust and tectonic

loading process become important (Hashimoto and

Matsu’ura, ,**,). To render an overall behavior of

the system, large-scale modeling in space and time is

required. At the earthquake nucleation stage (i.e.

during quasi-static process), a shorter time scale than

in steady-state modeling, but with a finer structure

becomes important to describe this process (Lapusta

et al., ,***). In dynamic rupture modeling, which I
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discuss, short time scale behavior should be de-

scribed accurately, while rheological properties can

be neglected (Okubo, +323 ; Cocco and Bizzarri, ,**,).

In this paper, I compile information which is

helpful for numerical modeling to show the strategy

to construct a model of the earthquake dynamic

rupture process. This strategy might also be useful

as a physical basis for strong ground motion predic-

tions in which the distribution of asperities becomes

critical information.

Important Parameters

Dynamic rupture propagation is basically con-

trolled by the boundary integral equation shown in

Eq. +, which is derived from the equation of motion

with stress continuity on the fault.

t�x�t��� m

,b
Du��x�t�

���
�
�S

Du��x�t�K�x�x�t�t�dxdt �

where t is shear stress, Du� is sliprate on the fault, m

and b are rigidity and shear wave velocity, respec-

tively, and S is the area of the fault. K is the integra-

tion kernel, which is rigorously shown by Fukuyama

and Madariaga (+332) for a planar crack and Tada et

al. (,***) for a curved crack. It should be emphasized

that this equation is independent of the constitutive

relation, because it is derived only from the continu-

ity and the symmetry/asynnmetry of stress and dis-

placement across the fault. To model an earthquake

rupture process accurately, the initial and boundary

conditions are crucial. The boundary condition is

the geometry of the fault and the constitutive rela-

tion on the fault. The initial condition is the stress

field on and around the fault before the dynamic

rupture.

Thus, I consider three important inputs here for

modeling the dynamic ruptures of earthquakes : (+)

fault geometry, S, (,) constitutive relation, t (x, t)�F

(Du(x, t)) and (-) initial stress field, t (x, *). When

considering the dynamic rupture process, the slip

weakening constitutive relation is su$cient (Okubo

+323 ; Cocco and Bizzarri, ,**,). Thus, I use the slip-

weakening law as a constitutive relation.

In the following sections, each condition is dis-

cussed in detail.

Fault Geometry

An earthquake fault can be modeled by a single

planar surface as a zero-th order approximation.

However, if we look in more detail, an earthquake

fault surface is not planar. There are many jogs,

kinks and branches. These complicated geometries

may a#ect to the simulation of earthquake dynamic

rupture process.

Harris and Day (+33-, +333) and Kase and Kuge

(+332) investigated fault interactions during the dy-

namic rupture for parallel or perpendicular fault seg-

ments. Aochi et al (,*** a b) demonstrated that fault

kink and fault branch have a significant e#ect on

dynamic rupture propagation in a more general

situation. From these results, fault geometry pro-

duces stress heterogeneity on the fault, which causes

a variety of dynamic rupture propagation.

Aochi and Fukuyama (,**,) succeeded in model-

ing the dynamic rupture of the +33, Landers, Califor-

nia, earthquake based on fault geometry obtained by

geological survey (Hart et al., +33-) with very simple

assumptions for stress field and constitutive rela-

tions. This indicates that the precise geometry of

faults enables us to model an earthquake dynamic

rupture under a physically reasonable situation.

Moreover, even when no surface trace appeared

after an earthquake, a precise fault geometry can be

obtained if aftershocks are relocated with enough

precision. Fukuyama et al. (,**- a) analyzed the af-

tershock sequence of the ,*** western Tottori earth-

quake using the double di#erence (DD) method

(Waldhauser and Ellsworth, ,***) and obtained a

very clear image of the fault system (Fig. +), which is

consistent with the moment tensor solutions of after-

shocks. Sagiya et al. (,**,) used this fault model for

the analysis of geodetic data, and discussed a post-

slip deformation. Thus, even if there is no fault

breakout, precise relocations of earthquakes give us

important information for dynamic rupture model-

ing.

Initial Stress Field

It is very di$cult to measure the distribution of

total stress along a fault because the only possible

measurement we can take is strain. Stress can only

be estimated through the strain distribution.

In order to get the total stress distribution along

the fault, I take the following two steps : (+) relative

stress field is estimated by a stress tensor inversion
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using focal mechanisms of earthquakes. Then, (,)

in-situ measurements at the bottom of a borehole

enables us to estimate total stress, which can cali-

brate the relative stress field measured in step (+).

Fukuyama et al. (,**- a) estimated the relative

stress field after the ,*** western Tottori earthquake

using aftershock moment tensor solutions of re-

gional waveforms (Fig. ,). They provided a very

stable relative stress field. Unfortunately, since there

were no in-situ stress measurements for the western

Tottori aftershock region, the total stress field can-

not be obtained yet.

Constitutive Parameters

Two constitutive relations have been proposed:

rate- and state-dependent friction law (e.g. Dieterich,

+313) and slip-weakening friction law (e.g. Matsu’ura,

et al., +33,). During the dynamic rupture of an earth-

quake, the slip weakening property of friction is

considered to be dominant (Okubo, +323 ; Cocco and

Bizzarri, ,**,). Thus the problem becomes how to

estimate slip weakening distance, breakdown stress

drop and shape of slip weakening curve from obser-

vations.

Ide and Takeo (+331) proposed a method to esti-

mate slip-weakening distance on a fault using spatio-

temporal sliprate function estimated by waveform

inversion. And Guatteri and Spudich (,***) showed

the limitation of the resolution due to the trade-o#

between slip-weakening distance and breakdown

stress drop. They insisted that stable estimates

might be fracture energy, which is proportional to

the product of the two parameters above.

Recently, Mikumo et al. (,**-) proposed a simple

method to estimate slip weakening distance from

near fault waveforms. In their estimation, they as-

sume that stress break-down time is very close to the

peak slip velocity time (Fig. - a). This assumption is

valid provided the rupture velocity does not change

abruptly and slip weakening curve has a rather

sharp change in its gradient at the stress break-down

time (Fukuyama et al., ,**-b). This method enables

us to separate slip weakening distance and fracture

energy.

During the ,***western Tottori earthquake, two

near fault strong motion records were obtained at

GSH and TTRH*, (Fig. -b). Their ground displace-

ments and velocities along the fault strike direction

Fig. +. a) Relocated hypocenters of the ,*** western Tottori aftershocks are plotted as red points. Hypocenters are

computed by the double di#erence method during the period from Oct. *0, ,*** to Nov. +1, ,*** ; in total, 2/+0

events are plotted. Strike directions of 11 medium-sized aftershocks (Mw�-./) are also plotted as black bars, which

are obtained by the moment tensor inversion of broadband seismograms in regional distance. (after Fukuyama et
al., ,**- a) b) Fault models derived by both relocated hypocenters and focal mechanisms of aftershocks. (after

Fukuyama et al., ,**- a)
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are shown in Fig. - b. Although these stations are

very close to the fault, they are not located exactly

on the fault and the waveforms could not be consid-

ered as slip functions. Some numerical simulations

of dynamic rupture are required to calibrate the

observed near-fault seismograms for the estimation

of slip function on the fault.

The drilling project penetrating across the fault

gives us the possibility of observing on-fault motion

using a seismometer, which corresponds to the slip

function itself. If a seismometer is installed in the

borehole near the fault plane and an earthquake

occurs (of course, such situation is considered to be

very rare), such seismograms provide us with tre-

mendous information on fault constitutive relations.

Integration of Borehole Experiments and Numeri-

cal Modeling

It is important to include additional information

obtained by independent surveys in numerical mod-

eling. Downhole measurements at the bottom of a

borehole might give us substantial information. The

total stress field can only be obtained from direct

measurements on and around the fault at depth.

Frictional properties can also be obtained through an

analysis of core samples obtained by drilling. Thus,

an integration between in-situ experiments during

borehole drilling with related laboratory experi-

ments and numerical modelings are required under

well-organized conditions.

There are several discussions about the thick-

ness of the fault. A trapped wave survey provided us

with a fault thickness of about +** m (e.g. Li et al.,

+33., Ito and Kuwahara, +330). On the other hand, a

fault core analysis suggests that the slip zone is of

very limited thickness (�cm) (e.g. Tanaka et al., ,**+a,

Kobayashi et al., ,**+, Tomita et al., ,**,, Omura et

al., ,**,) (Fig. .). It might be important to discrimi-

nate these observations to obtain a suitable modeling

for numerical simulation.

Fig. ,. The results of stress tensor inversion for three di#erent datasets of

the ,*** western Tottori aftershock sequence. “ALL” depicts the result for

the entire data ; “North” and “South” show the results for the surrounded

regions by broken lines, respectively. Closed circles, triangles, and squares

indicate maximum (s+), intermediate (s,), and minimum (s-) stress directions,

respectively. Small gray symbols show the 3/� confidence region of each

stress direction estimate. Open symbols in the “North” result stands for the

alternative result, which is suitable for the large R (�(s+�s,)/(s+�s-))

environment. Solid lines on the hypocenter distribution correspond to the

fault model shown in Fig. + b. (After Fukuyama et al., ,**- a).
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Fig. -. (a) Schematic illustration of the Dc estimation method. Tb and Dc correspond to the breakdown stress time and

slip weakening distance, respectively. Tpv is the peak sliprate time and D�c is the slip at Tpv. If Tpv is close to Tb, D�c
becomes a good estimate for Dc (after Mikumo et al., ,**-). (b) An example of field observations during the ,***

western Tottori earthquake. There are two stations, which are located above the fault plane (see left panel). The

fault parallel ground motions observed at these two stations are also shown in the right panels.
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The major problem in drilling experiments is

that the measurements are done only at a point.

Thus, a method to extrapolate the observation in the

borehole should be developed. Because the depth is

strongly constrained by the technology available, as

well as budget, the problem also occurs of how to

extrapolate a result at a shallow depth to that at a

seismogenic depth. Thus, in order to include the

drilling result in the numerical modeling of earth-

quake dynamics, these extrapolation problems

should be considered very carefully.

Conclusion

I proposed a strategy to make a numerical com-

putation that is applicable to the realistic modeling

of a dynamic rupture process. To do this, it is impor-

tant to introduce available observations into the

simulation. Initial stress distribution will be ob-

tained by both in-situ measurement of stress and

stress tensor inversion of earthquake focal mecha-

nisms. Constitutive parameters could be obtained by

near fault observations of seismic waves. Precise

fault geometry can be obtained from the accurate

relocations of seismicity. Realistic simulations can

only be done using these observations.
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